Use Guide

Specifications
Featuring
ESS Sabre DAC (9281CPRO with MQA support)
SNR: 120db
THD+N @ 0.0006%
< 2 ohm output impedance
PCM sampling frequency up to 384kHz
DSD sampling frequency up to 5.6MHz
MQA (Master Quality Authenticated) Support
LED indicator
Blue = idle or SD audio <= 48kHz
Red = HD audio > 48kHz
Magenta = MQA content
Compatible Operating Systems
Android / iOS
Windows 10 / Mac

Warranty
Pilot includes a 1 year limited liability product
warranty covering defects due to manufacturing and
assembly.
For more information visit
aloaudio.com/warranty

To use your ALO audio Pilot:
1. Connect your wired earphones to the 3.5mm
audio jack.
2. Ensure the volume on the device is set
to a low level initially.
3. Plug the USB-c into a compatible device,
such as an Android phone.
4. Navigate to your favorite audio playing
app and select your favorite track.
5. Enjoy!
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Trouble Shooting

Please use caution when connecting your

The ALO audio Pilot is designed to work

ALO audio Pilot to a new audio source.

with a range of products and operating

Begin with the lowest volume setting and

systems without requiring special drivers.

slowly raise it to a comfortable listening

If you plug it into a device and it is not

level.

recognized, please try again.

There are a lot of devices with

USB-c audio output capabilities.

But what

Sometimes a

simple power cycle (turn off / turn on)

their power and output are precisely is

will establish the audio connection.

beyond what we can cover in this manual.

additional in-depth troubleshooting advice

So always error on the side of caution when

and other FAQs, please use the QR code

it comes to the starting listening volume

below to visit our product web page.

For

with your device, and you'll be able to
enjoy your Pilot with a range of products

“MQA is an award-winning British technology that
delivers the sound of the original master recording. The master MQA file is fully authenticated and
is small enough to stream or download. Visit
mq.co.uk for more details”

--thank you for purchasing the
ALO audio Pilot.

and in many different circumstances.
The Pilot utilizes the excellent ESS Sabre
DAC 9281CPRO with MQA support.

This DAC

chip provides support for the two-step MQA'

3.5mm Jack
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connect to amplifiers
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unfolding' process; Core Decoding (support-

visit us at

ed via DSP) and Rendering (supported via
DAC).

aloaudio.com

Pilot's use of this chip enables you

to unlock and enjoy the very best of your
MQA source.

Questions or comments? Please contact us:
Support@ALOaudio.com
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